In this paper, we study the performance of organic photovoltaic (OPV) modules as LiFi receivers in two specific configurations. The PV-based LiFi receiver is first exposed to an additional homogeneous light source with different intensity levels and then the influence of partial lighting is studied (shading effect). In both cases, we compare the sensibility and the cutoff frequency of LiFi transmission when the solar cell is operated either in short-circuit mode (i.e. when it is loaded with an active transimpedance amplifier) or in open circuit mode (i.e. when it is terminated with an high impedance passive load). While the OPV module performance decreases in open-circuit mode as a function of the DC illumination level, we observe an improvement of the cutoff frequency in short circuit mode. This result seems very promising for outdoor LiFi transmissions but also for indoor conditions where natural light can disturb LiFi communications. Theoretical explanations involving physical parameters for energy harvesting (carrier mobility, lumped series resistance) are proposed to justify the observed behaviors. Finally, experimental results of shaded solar cells are provided in the two operating modes (open-circuit and short-circuit). We show that sensibility and bandwidth of OPV modules strongly depend on both the shading configuration and the operating mode.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of using photovoltaic (PV) modules for visible light communications (VLC) is still relatively new [1] - [5] and the main expected benefits are to ideally obtain a self-supplied LiFi receiver [6] , [7] operating outside and coupled with a large and flexible reception area. Remarkably, the use of organic solar cells as receiver for VLC has been demonstrated [4] . The latest performances of the commercially available ARMOR's OPV modules named ASCA® [8] , allows to further investigate the behavior of such technology. Therefore, the large scale availability of this third generation of PV technology is paving the way of future printed eco-friendly VLC systems. Some studies propose to use the PV cells left open-circuit (at least from a dynamic point of view) and one talks about open-circuit voltage (V oc ) operating mode. In this paper, we propose to provide performance results when the PV module N. Lorrière is "shortcircuited" i.e when it is loaded by a transimpedance amplifier. We use the term: short-circuit current (I sc ) operating mode. Advantages of the I sc operating mode (vs. the V oc one) for higher data rate transmission are emphasized. Measurements of organic PV module efficiency under realistic outdoor conditions are provided. In particular, results about the impact of global and local irradiance [9] , [10] over the frequency response (gain and bandwidth) of a PV-based LiFi receiver are discussed for the two operating modes. Moreover, since a PV module offers a large detection surface, its behavior in response to a partial shadowing has to be explored. We show that shadowing influence is highly dependent of the operating mode and the shadow direction.
II. MODELING I(V) characteristics of organic photovoltaic cells can be modeled in the same way as well-known inorganic cells. Indeed, the charge Density Of State (DOS) between HOMO and LUMO states is distributed exponentially [11] , [12] just as minority carrier on valence and conduction bands. Thus, in DC we consider that the relation between the output current I s and the output voltage V out is defined by the transcendental equation:
with I ph the photogenerated current, I 0 the dark saturation current and kT q = V T the thermal voltage. The following figure Fig. 1 represents the classical linearized AC model corresponding to a forward biased solar cell. In this equivalent circuit, r d is the dynamic resistance, R sh the shunt resistance, C d the diffusion capacitance and R s is the lumped series resistance. Finally, i ph corresponds to the variations of the photocurrent.
A. V oc operating mode
When the output of the solar cell is left open (or loaded by a sufficiently high impedance), since i s ≈ 0, the effect of the series resistance R s can be neglected. Moreover, since a high DC current passes through the solar cell (I d ≈ I ph ), one can consider from
that the dynamic resistance is sufficiently low so that R sh can be neglected. Now, using
where τ represents the charge carrier lifetime, one obtains the following complex transfer function:
It corresponds to a first-order low-pass filter where the static gain r d = nV T I ph is expected to decrease with the DC illumination I ph (and to increase with the temperature). At contrast, since the charge carrier lifetime τ generally decreases with the DC illumination, the -3dB cutoff frequency f c = 1 2πτ is expected to increase with the DC component of the photocurrent.
B. I sc operating mode
To use a solar cell in I sc operating mode, the cell has to feed the input of a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) as illustrated on the following figure Fig. 2 , where the operational amplifier (OPA) is modeled by its differential gain A 0 and its open-loop cutoff frequency: 1 2πτ0 .
Since the OPA maintains a very low forward bias at the output of the solar cell, a very small portion of the DC current passes through the solar cell (say I d = εI ph , where ε 1). Consequently, the dynamic resistance r d becomes high and can then be neglected compared to R sh . Some mathematical derivations lead to the following three-order low-pass filter expression of the complex transfer function:
A rapid study shows that the static gain corresponds to the feedback resistance R F . It is then independent of the PV cell characteristics and therefore not linked to the DC injection level. Additionally, it can be shown that the maximum achievable cutoff frequency is f c = 1 2πRsC d . From (2) and (3), it comes
In the above expression (6) of the maximum cutoff frequency, the DC current I ph appears in the denominator of the ratio and then tends to fall the cutoff frequency if it increases. Simultaneously, both the lumped series resistance R s and the charge carrier lifetime τ tend to decrease with the injection level I ph . Futher studies will be required to verify the variation of the cut-off frequency with DC illumination (the influence of temperature should also be considered).
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All the experimental frequency responses provided in this study were obtained using the OFDM (orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing) testbench developed at IM2NP lab. and described in [13] . The hardware consists, for the transmitter part, in a Philips Lumileds one High Power LED referenced as Luxeon Rebel Plus LX18-P140-Y. For the receiver part, we use an ASCA® organic PV module designed by ARMOR company (Fig. 3) . It is composed of 9 cells all connected in series to exhibit an open circuit voltage of 7.28V and a short circuit current of 33.75mA at AM1.5 condition. The Transmitter/Receiver distance is set to obtain a 450 lux lighting at the LED maximum level illumination point. The data acquisition (AD conversion) is performed using a MDO3034 Tektronix oscilloscope and controlled by a MATLAB 2017b interface. For I sc mode measurements, a Stanford Research SR570 preamplifier (TIA) is added to convert the current provided by the module to a voltage suitable to the oscilloscope. The unipolar scheme chosen for the optical transmission is the classical DCO-OFDM (direct current biased optical OFDM) [14] , [15] . Within each sent OFDM symbol, the K payload subcarriers k∆ f 1 ≤ k ≤ K, ∆ f = Fmax 2(K+1) , are phase-modulated by complex data extracted from a QPSK alphabet. Each symbol is extended by a cyclic prefix (CP) with a duration T cp . The cyclic prefix duration T cp has to be greater than the transient response duration of the channel in order to reach the steady-state regime. Here, T cp is chosen equal to the OFDM symbol duration i.e. 1 ∆ f . From K known transmitted data, averaging over M OFDM symbols and assuming a linear transmission channel, the orthogonal frequency modulation scheme allows to easily estimate, in one shot, the complex frequency response of the channel from the emitting LED (exhibiting a flat channel at considered frequencies) to the PV receiver for the whole subcarrier frequencies.
In this study, we get : K = 255, M = 975 and F max = 250kHz (resp. 50kHz) for the I sc mode (resp. for the V oc mode). For example, in the I sc mode, frequencies from
Obviously, the absolute value of the frequency response is not available. The provided gain frequency responses then have to be interpreted in a relative way from an experiment to another; the experimental conditions being maintained as closely as possible. Thus, since the two PV operating modes lead to two different experimental setups, the I sc and V oc measurements cannot be compared with each other.
IV. RESULTS
A. Influence of solar cell operating mode on the cut-off frequency 1) V oc operating mode: Fig. 4 provides the evolution of the gain frequency response for different values of the additional DC illumination level from 450 to 5500 lux.
As the DC level increases, it can be observed, as expected, an important diminution of the static gain T oc because r d ∝ 1 I ph (see Fig. 5 for a log-linear representation) and an increase of the frequency bandwidth f c ∝ 1 τ . As a consequence, in a V oc mode transmission context, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is expected to degrade as the DC illumination level increases.
2) I sc operating mode: Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the gain frequency response for different values of the additional DC illumination level when LiFi communication is performed in I sc mode. Unlike Fig. 4 , we can first observe that the static gain remains constant as expected by modeling. A slight increase of the cutoff frequency is also observed as the DC light level rises. The diminution of both the series resistance R s and the charge carrier lifetime τ could compensate the increase of the DC current I ph in the denominator of the expression of the cutoff frequency (6). In addition to the non-sensitivity of the frequency response to DC illumination, it is important to note that without DC LED, the cutoff frequency on I sc mode (66.4 kHz) is 50 times higher than that on V oc mode (1.3 kHz). SNR measurements should help to confirm the net benefit of switching to I sc mode.
B. Shading effects
In this section, frequency responses are provided when the 110 mm × 52 mm area ASCA® OPV module is partially shaded in the lateral or longitudinal direction as illustrated on Fig. 7 . The shading effects are explored in each direction and for each operating mode. The results are presented in the following four figures (from Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 ). It is well known [16] , [17] that the two shading directions generally induce very different behaviors: when all the cells are partially shaded, it can be considered that it is just a PV module with a smaller active surface.When one or more cells are fully hidden, these non-illuminated cells act as impedance loads for the cells remained active. It is then clear that the shading location will differently impact the frequency responses according to the operating mode used:
• In short-circuit mode, since the amount of the received photocurrent i ph decreases, the output voltage R f i ph will decrease when all cells are more and more hidden (Fig. 8) .
A high-pass filtering effect is observed ( Fig. 9 ) when one or several cells are fully shadowed. This phenomenon is due to the shaded cells capacities in series acting as very high impedances for low frequency photocurrents. Moreover, the photocurrent i ph being generated by the only exposed cells, a general attenuation is observed. • In open-circuit mode, when all the cells are partially shadowed, the DC photocurrent I ph being weaker, the static gain (resistance r d ) tends to highly increase (non-linear behavior) and consequently tends to overcompensate the diminution of the dynamic photocurrent i ph . In the same time, the carrier lifetime increases (less available holes in the structure) and then diminishes the cutoff frequency. A higher voltage is then observed at low frequencies (Fig. 10) .
When some cells are fully shadowed, most of the photocurrent is now absorbed by the non-illuminated cells. The modulus of these impedance loads (R sh C d ) decreasing with the frequency and decreasing when more and more cells are hidden, a diminution of both the static gain and the cutoff frequency is then observed (Fig. 11 ).
Generally, for shaded PV modules operating in the V oc mode, the output voltage decreases but not in the same degree as in the I sc mode. It can be explained by the increase of the static gain (r d ) witch is always constant (R f ) in the I sc mode.
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we study in a first part the dynamic behavior of solar cells as a function of the DC photocurrent for two operating modes: the V oc mode and the I sc mode. We show that in the V oc mode, the static gain diminishes with the DC illumination while the frequency bandwidth increases. A higher bandwidth is obtained in the I sc mode and both the static gain and the frequency bandwidth are a priori not impacted by an additional DC irradiation. This last result is encouraging for the use of PV modules as outdoor LiFi receiver and even more for mixed indoor/outdoor conditions. In a second part, we study the resilience of the two operating modes to shading effects. We have observed that the decrease of the static gain is more important in the I sc mode than in the V oc mode.
Finally, the I sc operating mode would allow to reach a better data rate than in the V oc mode but shading effects would impact the performance. Complementary SNR measurements are in progress to confirm such important results.
